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Maninder has 25+ years of experience in the information technology sector and graduated 
from IIT Kharagpur in 1973 . He joined his family building construction business and brought 
in processes and computers as early as 1985. 
 
In 1989 , he became Wipro’s principal vendor in the North . Key assignments included 
migrating the Ludhiana Stock Exchange to electronic trading , digitizing the 197 service and 
many SAP implementations. His experience in Healthtech dates from 1990 with the systems 
and software for 2 large 1500 + bed teaching hospitals both of whom are still clients .  
 
He joined the Religare/Fortis group in 2006 and delivered a full technology refresh in a 
highly regulated and compliant environment serving over 40 countries for a well known large 
Indian generic company . Religare Technologies quickly became a 150cr infrastructure and 
application Company. 
 
In 2007 , with acquisitions in India and Australia , he started the BFSI/FinTech vertical 
.Listed on BSE and integrating acquisitions in UK/Germany/Canada , Dion delivers critical 
risk,settlement , compliance and wealth solutions software to Tier 1 customers in over 20 
countries . 
 
In 2012 , he started a HealthIT vertical with acquisition of an HIS. Prioritizing TeleMedicine 
as CMD , HealthFore Tech. launched eHealth with healthLine24x7 , TeleTriage product with 
Airtel and a TeleRadiology project for NHM Assam.  
 
He is CoChair of the Nasscom Noida Council and anchored the National Annual Tech. 
Conference in 2013 and 2014 and helped conceptualize the Data Analytics Conference. 
Both are annual events for Nasscom. 
 
Maninder was a member of the industry panel of MOH for the National Standard for Medical 
Records and is the Non Exec. Chairman for Dion Global . Independently , Maninder is a 
valued consultant in the Fintech and HealthCare IT sectors and mentors startups for growth 
and value creation . He travels widely and is an avid Bridge player. 


